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Abstract: T-cell Engaging bispecific antibodies (TcEs) that can re-direct cytotoxic T-cells to kill
cancer cells have been validated in clinical studies. To date, the clinical success with these agents
has mainly been seen in hematologic tumor indications. However, an increasing number of TcEs
are currently being developed to exploit the potent mode-of-action to treat solid tumor indications,
which is more challenging in terms of tumor-cell accessibility and the complexity of the tumor
microenvironment (TME). Of particular interest is the potential of TcEs as an immunotherapeutic
approach for the treatment of non-immunogenic (often referred to as cold) tumors that do not respond
to checkpoint inhibitors such as programmed cell death protein 1 (PD-1) and programmed death
ligand 1 (PD-L1) antibodies. This has led to considerable discovery efforts for, firstly, the identification
of tumor selective targeting approaches that can safely re-direct cytotoxic T-cells to cancer cells,
and, secondly, bispecific antibodies and their derivatives with drug-like properties that promote
a potent cytolytic synapse between T-cells and tumor cells, and in the most advanced TcEs, have
IgG-like pharmacokinetics for dosing convenience. Based on encouraging pre-clinical data, a growing
number of TcEs against a broad range of targets, and using an array of different molecular structures
have entered clinical studies for solid tumor indications, and the first clinical data is beginning to
emerge. This review outlines the different approaches that have been taken to date in addressing
the challenges of exploiting the TcE mode-of-action for a broad range of solid indications, as well
as opportunities for future discovery potential.
Keywords: T-cell engagers; bispecific antibodies; immunotherapy; oncology; antibody engineering;
immunological synapse

1. Introduction
Within the last decade, therapeutic antibodies in the field of cancer immunotherapy have been used
to establish a new paradigm for cancer treatment. This has mainly been driven by the clinical data and
subsequent approval of several checkpoint inhibitors (CPI), and has led to more than two thousand
ongoing clinical trials with these agents as monotherapy or in combination with other therapies [1].
The remarkable success of cytotoxic T-lympocyte-associated protein 4 (CTLA4), PD-1, and PD-L1
antibodies is due to their ability to antagonize immune cell checkpoint inhibitor proteins and ‘release
the brake’ on the ability of a patient’s immune system to fight off tumors [2–6]. However, despite
the high initial promise of such agents, it is now clear that only a fraction of cancer patients are showing
significant clinical benefit to such agents [7]. CPI-responsive patients typically have tumors that have
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a high mutational burden and can be recognized by the immune system as foreign, as evidenced by
the presence of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), specifically cluster of differentiation 3 (CD3)+,
CD8+ and CD4+ T-cells. Non-immunogenic tumors make up the majority of tumors across cancer
indications and have no or low numbers of TILs that recognize the tumor and cannot be boosted by
CPIs. For these patients, other strategies must be employed to promote the patients’ cytotoxic immune
cells to recognize the tumor cells.
Two technologies have emerged that can re-direct cytotoxic T-cells, independent of their natural
T-cell receptor (TCR) specificity, to tumor antigens: Chimeric Antigen Receptor T-cells (CAR-T) and
T-cell Engaging bispecific antibodies (TcE). While both technologies aim to achieve a similar therapeutic
effect, they are very different drug classes, with CAR-T being a cellular therapy, and TcEs protein drugs
based on antibody fragments and/or soluble TCRs. Recent reviews have addressed the similarities and
differences between CAR-T and T-cell Engagers [8,9]. The therapeutic approach with T-cell Engagers
achieved clinical success with the approval and use of Blinatumomab for treatment of relapsed and
refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia [10]. This Bispecific T-cell Engager (BiTE) is composed of
two scFv domains (one targeting CD19 on malignant B-cells and the other targeting CD3 on T-cells)
connected by a linker, to induce a cytolytic synapse between a T-cell and a CD19-positive tumor
cell [11]. Additional BiTEs are progressing in clinical development [12–15]; however, one drawback of
BiTE molecules is their fast clearance with half-life of just a few hours, so they are administered by
daily intravenous infusions.
Unlike hematologic tumors where the cancer cells often manifest themselves in the blood or
tissues where lymphoid or myeloid cells are present, the majority of solid tumors have a more complex
microenvironment that represents a greater challenge for cancer therapies [16–20]. In these cases, TcEs
offer a unique opportunity by recruiting cytotoxic immune cells to the solid tumor, and once the tumor
cells have been lysed there is a chain reaction involving T-cell activation, proliferation, and recruitment
of other immune cells into the tumor microenvironment (TME). The presence of T-cells in the tumor
environment may activate checkpoint mechanisms meaning that a combination of TcE and CPI could
have synergistic therapeutic potential [18,21,22].
2. Clinical Use
Currently, there are no approved T-cell engagers for solid tumors. Catumaxomab (EpCAMxCD3),
a prototypic version of a TcE based on a mouse–rat hybrid IgG was approved in the European Union
in 2009 to treat EpCAM-positive malignant ascites [23]. However, this agent was subsequently
withdrawn from the market in 2017 for commercial reasons, likely driven by the fact that the high
immunogenicity of the non-human antibody backbone made it useful only in the single-dose acute
ascites setting. Ertumaxomab (Her2xCD3) is another similar mouse–rat hybrid IgG bispecific molecule
that was the subject of several clinical trials, but did not reach approval, again possibly due to
immunogenicity, and the presence of the tumor target in normal tissues representing a toxicity risk.
Despite the fact that there is a growing number of clinical trials for TcE biotherapeutics targeting
solid tumor indications, these are significantly fewer than with CAR-Ts, and far less than with CPIs
(Figure 1a). Approximately a third of the clinical trials ongoing with TcEs are targeting solid tumor
indications, which is similar to the ratio with CAR-Ts, while most of CPIs are towards solid tumors
(Figure 1b).
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Table 1. Bispecific technologies and examples of specific T-cell Engager molecules in clinical trials
for solid tumors. Features are derived from literature as described in the main text. Information on
molecules and clinical trials is from clinicaltrials.gov and from Citeline. Of the 68 clinical trials in
Figure 1, the molecules included in this table have clinical trial numbers assigned. The bispecific
antibodies catumaxomab and ertumaxomab, for which all clinical trials are closed, are not included.
Technology and Key Features

Examples (Targets): Phase, Indication, Trial Number, Status
(Other Information)

BiTE:
-Two tandem scFvs;
-short half-life (hours)

* AMG 110/MT-110/solitomab (EpCAMxCD3): -PhI, Solid
tumors, NCT00635596, Completed
* MEDI-565/AMG 211/MT-111 (CEAxCD3): -PhI,
Gastrointestinal Adenocarcinomas, NCT01284231, Completed;
-PhI, Advanced Gastrointestinal Cancer, NCT02291614,
Completed (Terminated)
* Pasotuxizumab/AMG 212/MT-112/BAY 2010112
(PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Prostate Cancer, NCT01723475,
Completed (Terminated)
* AMG 596 (EGFRvIIIxCD3): -PhI, Glioblastoma,
NCT03296696, Recruiting (alone or in combination with AMG
404 (anti-PD-1))

ImmTAC:
-Bispecific of a TCR domain and anti-CD3 scFv;
-short half-life (hours)

* Tebentafusp/IMCgp100 (gp100xCD3): -Early PhI,
Advanced Melanoma, NCT01209676, Completed;
-PhI, Malignant Melanoma, NCT01211262, Completed;
-PhII, Malignant Melanoma, NCT02889861, Terminated;
-PhI/II, Malignant Melanoma, NCT02535078, Recruiting
(combination with Durvalumab (anti-PD-L1) and/or
Tremelimumab (anti-CTLA-4));
-PhI/II, Uveal Melanoma, NCT02570308, Active;
-PhII, Uveal Melanoma, NCT03070392, Recruiting;
* IMCnieso (NY-ESO-1- and/or LAGE-1AxCD3): -PhI/II,
Advanced Solid Tumors, NCT03515551, Recruiting
* IMC-C103C (MAGE-A4xCD3): -PhI/II, Advanced Solid
Tumors, NCT03973333, Recruiting (alone and in combination
with Atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1))
* IMC-F106C (PRAMExCD3): -PhI/II, Advanced Solid
Tumors, NCT04262466, Recruiting (alone and in combination
with CPIs)

TriTAC:
-Trispecific construct: TAA-HSA-CD3, with
anti-HSA binder for half-life extension

* HPN424 (PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Advanced Prostate Cancer,
NCT03577028, Recruiting
* HPN536 (MesothelinxCD3): -PhI/II, Advanced Cancers,
NCT03872206, Recruiting

BiTE with Fc:
-Two tandem scFvs linked to an Fc domain for half-life
extension to several days, for less frequent dosing

* AMG 160 (PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Prostate Cancer,
NCT03792841, Recruiting
* AMG 199 (MUC17xCD3): -PhI, Gastric and
Gastroesophageal Junction Cancers, NCT04117958, Recruiting
* AMG 757 (DLL3xCD3): -PhI, Small Cell Lung Cancer,
NCT03319940, Recruiting

Bispecific Antibody with common Light Chain:
-Fab domain binders
-common light chain
-Fc domain for half-life extension
-Fc mutations for heterodimerization of heavy chains

* ERY974 (GPC3xCD3): -PhI, Advanced Solid Tumors,
NCT02748837, Completed;
-PhI, JapicCTI-194805, Recruiting
* REGN4018 (MUC16xCD3): -PhI/II, Recurrent
Ovarian Cancer, NCT03564340, Recruiting (alone or in
combination with Cemiplimab (anti-PD-1)

DuoBody Bispecific Antibody:
-Fab domain binders
-Fc domain for half-life extension
-mutations in Fc
-process for bispecific antibody generation from two
regular IgGs after purification

* JNJ-63898081 (PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Advanced Stage Solid
Tumors, NCT03926013, Recruiting
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Table 1. Cont.
Technology and Key Features

Examples (Targets): Phase, Indication, Trial Number, Status
(Other Information)

Bispecific TcE with Fc and bivalent for TAA:
-Fc domain for half-life extension;
-Knob-in-Hole technology in Fc for
heterodimerization
-CrossMab technology for correct LC-HC pairing in
a bispecific
-Two sites to bind TAA for improved therapeutic
window.

* Cibisatamab/RO6958688/RG7802 (CEAxCD3): -PhI, Solid
Tumors, NCT02324257, Completed;
-PhI, Advanced Solid Tumors, JapicCTI-173764, Completed;
-PhI, Solid Tumors, NCT02650713, Completed (in combination
with Atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1));
-PhI/II, Non-small Cell Lung Cancer, NCT03337698, Recruiting;
-PhI, Colorectal Cancer, NCT03866239, Active (in combination
with Atezolizumab (anti-PD-L1) after pretreatment with
Obinutuzumab (anti-CD20))

DART-Fc:
-Fab or Fv domain binders with linkers
-Fc domain for half-life extension
-Monovalent or bivalent for targets

* PF-06671008 (CDH3xCD3): -PhI, Advanced Solid tumors,
NCT02659631, Terminated
* MGD007 (gpA33xCD3): -PhI, Colorectal Cancer,
NCT02248805, Completed;
-PhI/II, Metastatic Colorectal Cancer, NCT03531632, Active (in
combination with MGA012 (anti-PD-1))
* MGD009 (B7-H3xCD3): -PhI, Solid Tumors,
NCT02628535, Terminated;
-PhI, Solid Tumors, NCT03406949, Recruiting (in combination
with MGA012 (anti-PD-1))
* PF07062119 (GUCY2CxCD3): -PhI, Advanced or Metastatic
Gastrointestinal Tumors, NCT04171141, Recruiting

Fab/scFv-Fc Bispecific monovalent (XmAb):
-one binder is Fab; the other is scFv
-Fc domain for half-life extension
-engineered CH3 domain for heterodimerization

* Tidutamab/XmAb18087 (SSTR2xCD3): -PhI,
Neuroendocrine and Gastrointestinal Stromal Tumors,
NCT03411915, Recruiting
* GBR 1302/ISB 1302 (HER2xCD3): -PhI, HER2+ Solid
Tumors, NCT02829372, Terminated
-PhI/II, Breast Cancer, NCT03983395, Recruiting
* AMG 509 (STEAP1xCD3): -PhI, Prostate Cancer,
NCT04221542, Recruiting
* M701 (EpCAMxCD3): -PhI, Ascites, Solid Tumors,
ChiCTR1900024144, Recruiting
* M802 (HER2xCD3): -PhI, HER2+ Solid Tumors,
ChiCTR1900024128, Recruiting

scFv-Fc-scFv bispecific bivalent:
-scFv domain binders
-Fc domain for half-life extension
-Bispecific and bivalent for targets

* ES414/APVO414/MOR209 (PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Prostate
Cancer, NCT02262910, Completed (Terminated)

Fab/scFv-Fc bispecific bivalent:
-scFv for CD3 attached to the C-terminus of the light
chain of IgG
-Fc domain for half-life extension

* Hu3F8-BsAb (GD2xCD3): -PhI/II, Neuroblastoma,
Osteosarcoma, Other Solid Tumors, NCT03860207, Recruiting;

Other

* BTRC4017A/RG6194 (Her2xCD3): -PhI, HER2+ Solid
Tumors, NCT03448042, Recruiting
* GEM3PSCA (PSCAxCD3): -PhI, Solid Tumors,
NCT03927573, Recruiting
* REGN5678 (PSMAxCD28): -PhI, Prostate Cancer,
NCT03972657, Recruiting (in combination with Cemiplimab
(anti-PD-1))
* CCW702/ABBV-154 (PSMAxCD3): -PhI, Prostate Cancer,
NCT04077021, Recruiting
* AMV564 (CD33xCD3): -PhI, Advanced Solid Tumors,
NCT04128423, Recruiting
* A-337 (EpCAMxCD3): -PhI, Advanced Solid Tumors,
ACTRN12617001181392, Terminated

Cibisatamab is being evaluated in several clinical trials for treatment of patients with CEA-positive
solid tumors, such as non-small cell lung cancer and colorectal cancer (Table 1). The molecule has three
binding domains, two Fabs that contact the target and one Fab that binds to CD3. This 2 + 1 structure
allows for avid binding to the tumor antigen for improved therapeutic window, while concomitantly
engaging CD3 on T-cells [25]. The molecule features a Crossmab technology for correct light-to-heavy
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chain pairing in the Fabs, and knob-in-hole technology for heterodimerization of the Fc. One of
the clinical trials, NCT03866239, is evaluating Cibisatamab in combination with anti-PD-L1 therapy,
consistent with the premise of synergies between the TcE and CPI mechanisms of action. This clinical
trial also includes pre-treatment of patients with obinutuzumab (anti-CD20) to prevent occurrence of
anti-drug antibodies, observed in earlier studies.
Tens of other bispecific TcEs for solid tumors are in clinical trials (Table 1). Several molecules
have not progressed, possibly because of insufficient efficacy, or of toxicities due to expression of
the tumor associated antigen (TAA) also in healthy tissues, or to target-independent T-cell activation.
There appears to be a trend towards half-life extended TcE modalities, and many of the clinical trials
are of TcEs in combination with CPI therapy. Based on the so far limited clinical experience with TcE
agents in solid tumors, how can we assure the clinical translation of the TcE programs currently in
pre-clinical development? Do we have the necessary technologies, or do we need new technologies?
Drug discovery strategies to maximize the potential clinical benefit of the TcE therapeutic approach for
solid tumors are reviewed, discussed and proposed below.
3. Challenges
3.1. Targeting Strategies for Solid Tumors
A fundamental challenge for designing effective TcE therapies for solid tumors is the identification
of tumor selective targeting antigens. The identification of such tumor associated antigens (TAAs)
and lineages, and their utility for the targeting of therapeutic antibodies selectively to tumors, have
been an area of intense research for many years [26,27]. Several of the TcE molecules in clinical
trials use TAAs, such as Her2, that have been successfully targeted in the past with other therapeutic
modalities such as regular IgGs or antibody-drug conjugates. A TcE modality offers a differentiated
and arguably more efficacious approach. Compared to a regular IgG, T-cell redirected cytotoxicity
is considered a more potent and efficacious approach to targeting solid tumors than Fc-mediated
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). Compared with antibody drug conjugates
(ADC), T-cell redirected cytotoxicity relies on the host’s immune system rather than on conjugation to
cytotoxic chemical payloads, and it attacks dormant as well as actively dividing cancer cells. However,
targets like Her2, EpCAM, CEA, are challenging to target with the highly potent TcE mechanism of
action because of basal expression on healthy tissue, despite overexpression in tumor cells.
In more recent years, detailed analysis of the transcriptome, proteome, and metabolome of diseased
versus healthy cells and tissues has been used to identify tumor-selective targeting proteins [28].
One example of a cell-surface target that has emerged as highly tumor-specific is Delta-like Ligand 3
(DLL3) [29]. Earlier, an ADC approach was used, but a Phase II clinical trial with Rovalpituzumab
tesirine in DLL3-expressing small-cell lung cancer did not show significant overall benefit [30].
More recently, a TcE approach was pursued towards DLL3-positive small-cell lung cancer [31,32],
and the next few years will indicate whether the TcE modality confers good translation of very
promising pre-clinical results into the clinic.
In another example, a recent peptidome study using mass spectrometry analysis identified
HLA-complexed peptides and developed a predictive tool for neo-antigens [33]. This and other studies
have led to innovative TcE approaches targeting tumor selective major histocompatibility complex
(MHC)/peptide complexes [34]. The advantage of targeting tumor presented peptide antigens is that it
opens up the tumor selective protein space to include intracellular proteins that could not normally be
targeted with an antibody approach. Tebentafusp is the leading TcE example that uses this target class,
and others have now started clinical development.
To date, the most successful approach to achieve tumor cell target-dependent activation of T-cells
is via the targeting of unique epitopes on the T-cell receptor, CD3. The CD3 targeting arm of current
TcEs is often derived from one of two binders identified in the 1970–800 s that bind to the CD3ε
subunit, OKT3 [35] and SP34 [36,37]. Since then, different sequence optimized versions of these
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mouse-derived antibodies have been generated, for example to reduce the risk of immunogenicity
in patients. The current thinking on CD3 affinity is that binding to CD3 with nM range affinities is
advantageous over pM binding, with the expectation that weaker binding to CD3 would be less likely
to cause TAA-independent T-cell activation and lysis. More recently, a screening approach was used to
identify new, improved CD3 binders [38]—when formatted into a bispecific, some of these binders
against different CD3 epitopes confer strong tumor cell killing, with minimal cytokine release [38],
which is considered important towards maximizing a therapeutic window in the clinic. Regarding
valency to CD3, having only one anti-CD3 binding arm in the multispecific TcE molecule is thought to
result in a better safety profile because of lower risk of off-tumor T-cell activation. However, among all
the different TcE programs that are pursued currently, there are also examples of molecules that are
bivalent for CD3. In the next few years, results on the different formats and binders may give a clearer
picture on the optimal options of affinities, valency, and formats.
There is also a clinical example of a TcE that uses CD28 instead of CD3 as the activating target
receptor on T-cells (PSMAxCD28, NCT03972657). In addition, a recent preclinical study of co-activating
CD3 and CD28 with a trispecific molecule targeting CD38 has shown significantly more potency in
in vitro assays than the corresponding bispecific constructs that activate either CD3 or CD28 [39].
However, a control trispecific molecule without a CD38 binding arm also shows very strong activity,
indicating that target dependent activation has been compromised. This illustrates the fine balance
between potency and specificity that TcEs need to strike for optimal therapeutic benefit.
Beyond the identification of suitable tumor targeting antigens to enable TcEs, pre-clinical
pharmacological analysis includes the evaluation of TcEs in in vitro potency assays and in vivo
efficacy models of the disease to identify the most promising therapeutic candidates. Elegant cell-based
functional assays allow evaluation of multiple target binders and formats for T-cell activation and in vitro
target cell lysis [12,21,40–44]. Patient-derived organoid assays also help bridge cell-based functional
assays with pre-clinical in vivo efficacy studies and clinical trials, as described for CEA-positive solid
tumors [45]. Similarly, the establishment of elaborate in vivo models facilitate the pre-clinical evaluation
and ranking of candidate therapeutics. One successfully used disease-relevant model for TcEs being
developed for the treatment of solid tumors uses so called ‘immune avatar models’ which consist of
immune-deficient mice to establish a human tumor xenograft, followed by engraftment of human T-cells
and then administration of the TcE molecule [12,29]. Other options for models include the use of
transgenic mice that express human CD3ε, substituting the need to use immune-deficient mice and to
engraft human T-cells [21], although one challenge for these models is that the human target has to be
introduced into the mouse tumor cells if the target binder is not mouse cross-reactive. Ueda et al. [46]
constructed a human CD3 transgenic mouse with all three CD3 subunits (CD3ε, CD3δ, CD3γ) replaced,
and such in vivo model was applied to the evaluation of a Glypican3 (GPC3)/CD3 TcE, ERY974 [47].
Alternatively, bispecific molecules that bind mouse CD3 can be evaluated in fully immune-competent
mouse models. The disadvantage of using the murine immune system for such models is that
the human tumors cannot be engrafted, and a syngeneic tumor has to be used meaning that a surrogate
binder has often to be created to the murine antigen target. In one such approach, Benonisson et al.
identified that a CD3-bispecific TcE recruits several immune cell types to the tumor microenvironment
in a syngeneic mouse model of melanoma [48].
It remains difficult to capture all the heterogeneity and complexity of the TME of patients into
pre-clinical models of disease. However, better understanding of the complex biology of solid tumors
with respect to any cellular or extracellular matrix barriers (for example, stromal cells or collagen,
hyaluronic acid and fibronectin-rich matrix) also contributes to the design of better immuno-oncology
model systems and therapies [49]. The increased knowledge of cell types, extracellular matrix
components and their interplay in the TME permits the design of well-controlled experiments that
ultimately can be more predictive of positive outcome in patients. In the next few years, we will learn
how well the promising pre-clinical results on several TcE programs translate in the clinic.
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3.2. Identifying Optimal Target Binders
Usually, the next step in the biologics discovery process following the identification and
validation of suitable targets is the generation of antibody binders that meet several requirements.
Sophisticated discovery platforms of synthetic libraries or humanized animals add to the more
traditional immunization campaigns for antibody generation. Increased structural and computational
capabilities also facilitate the identification of diverse set of binders, even to challenging molecular
targets or epitopes. As with any other therapeutic target or modality, binding affinity is a very
important criterion. In the case of TcEs, another key parameter is epitope. Species cross-reactivity and
biophysical properties further define the evaluation of binders to identify the optimal ones for TcEs.
Affinity is one important consideration for potent TcEs. Strong binding (KD < 1 nM) to the TAA is
considered a pre-requisite, especially for targets with a very low copy number on the surface of
the tumor cells, and a notable example is Tebentafusp. Even though identification of strong, selective,
binders to specific MHC-complexed peptides is challenging due to the nature of the complexed peptide,
Tebentafusp exhibits a pM binding affinity [24]. Meanwhile, for a TAA that also has low expression
levels on healthy normal tissues, it is possible to achieve a therapeutic window using avidity optimized
weak binders (KD 1–100 nM), where the molecule binds preferentially to higher-target expressing
tumor cells, and sparing the lower-target expressing normal cells. For example, a bispecific format
with bivalent Her2 binding improved the selectivity towards Her2-positive tumor cells over healthy
cells through avidity [44]. Cibisatamab (CEAxCD3) is another molecule in such a 2:1 format, with two
binding arms for the TAA, and one for CD3.
Epitope on the target is another key parameter for conferring strong TcE potency. A study
by Bluemel et al.
demonstrated that cell-membrane proximity of the epitope determines
the potency of BiTEs, especially for large surface antigens such as melanoma chondroitin sulfate
proteoglycan (MCSP) [40]. A similar observation was reported for efficient synapse formation with
TcEs directed to a membrane-proximal epitope on another TAA, FcRH5, a B-cell lineage marker [50].
There may be other requirements for epitope selection, for example in cases where regions are bound
by natural ligands, or due to sequence homology to other family members, or across other species.
Ultimately, the epitope space for a given TAA might be significantly restricted; however, novel antibody
generation strategies, as well as new discovery platforms, enable identification of binders to unique,
previously inaccessible epitopes.
Species cross-reactivity is often another important criterion in lead identification.
For example, binding cross-reactivity to the corresponding antigen in non-human primate species,
such as cynomolgus monkey, enables important PK and safety studies before final molecule selection
and clinical trials. Meanwhile, cross-reactivity to mouse or other species with disease-relevant models is
important to be able to evaluate lead candidates in in vivo efficacy studies. If such cross-reactivity is not
achieved or feasible, important in vivo parameters should be evaluated pre-clinically using a surrogate
molecule and extrapolated to the lead therapeutic molecules. Human and cynomolgus CD3ε shows
high sequence homology only in the first 30 amino acids, so this presents very limited epitope space to
achieve human/cynomolgus species cross-reactivity, and human/mouse CD3ε sequences are even more
divergent. Currently there are no known human/mouse CD3ε cross-reactive binders, and the only
anti-mouseCD3 binder is 2C11 [51,52].
CMC properties (chemistry, manufacturing and controls) of the binders present an underlying
objective throughout the discovery process. Even in regular IgGs, the Fab regions can have a profound
effect on overall molecule stability and manufacturability, due to melting temperature, hydrophobicity
and other biophysical and chemical properties of the CDRs and frameworks in the variable regions.
Evaluation of the CMC properties of different binders is even more important in multispecific
antibodies because of multiple variable domains, usage of fragment structures and non-IgG elements
such as linkers and point variants for heterodimerization. High stability is incorporated in the design
of recent Fab and non-Fab (scFv, VHH domains) synthetic libraries for antibody generation, by using
some of the most common and most stable human germlines [53,54]. In addition, antibody libraries
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in non-Fab modalities are very useful for subsequent bispecific formatting with scFv and VHH
components, to avoid any loss of binding or stability attributes during Fab to scFv or Fab to VHH
engineering. There is an expanding set of biophysical techniques [55–57] and in silico tools [58–60] for
developability assessment and engineering designs, many of which can be used in a high-throughput
manner. Early manufacturability and biophysical evaluation during lead identification would advance
more stable binders for bispecific TcE designs.
3.3. Multispecific Engineering Approaches
One of the drawbacks to the pioneering BiTE technology was the need for continuous intravenous
infusion.
BiTEs
that REVIEW
TcEs can be developed and commercialized. The challenge was to improve
Antibodies
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Another example of important protein engineering for TcEs in light of the biology of solid
tumors is the design of TME conditionally active molecules. Three TME conditions that have been
explored so far are presence of specific metaloproteases, increased levels of ATP, or acidic pH.
Probody is one of the first examples of a pro-drug antibody for improved therapeutic window [74].
A Probody has the antibody binding regions masked with a peptide which is processed by TMEspecific proteases to then allow binding of the antibody to its target. At least four antibodies using
Probody technology are in clinical trials as immunotherapy for solid tumors and also certain
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Another example of important protein engineering for TcEs in light of the biology of solid tumors
is the design of TME conditionally active molecules. Three TME conditions that have been explored
so far are presence of specific metaloproteases, increased levels of ATP, or acidic pH. Probody is
one of the first examples of a pro-drug antibody for improved therapeutic window [74]. A Probody
has the antibody binding regions masked with a peptide which is processed by TME-specific proteases
to then allow binding of the antibody to its target. At least four antibodies using Probody technology
are in clinical trials as immunotherapy for solid tumors and also certain lymphomas [75]. The Probody
concept was more recently applied to an EGFRxCD3 TcE, and preclinical studies indicate a more
than 60-fold increase of maximum tolerated dose compared to unmasked bispecific construct [76].
Regarding ATP-dependent effects, Switch Antibody technology confers binding to a TAA, only in
the presence of ATP, in the TME, as demonstrated for an anti-CD137 antibody [77]—the technology
improves the safety profile for this target, and can be applied to other targets and platforms, including
T-cell Redirecting Antibodies. Meanwhile, BioAlta describes low-pH specific binding to CD3 as part of
their TcE and CAR-T platform for no off-tumor T-cell activation. All these examples of conditionally
active TcEs are particularly relevant for TAAs that exhibit some basal expression in healthy tissues,
and can be applied with respect to either the TAA or the T-cell antigen. Such technological advances
can make more targets available and specifically help expand the usefulness of TcEs in solid tumors.
Safety considerations guide the design and characterization of TcE molecules in several additional
aspects. The affinity and valency of the CD3 binder is important to assure that there is no
target-independent T-cell activation, which in its worst manifestation could lead to cytokine release
syndrome, and there are well-established in vitro T-cell activation assays for early screening of
molecules. In addition, use of engineered Fc variants with weaker or no binding to Fcγ receptors results
in significantly reduced effector function, and avoids potential undesirable cross-linking interactions
of different immune cells [78,79]. Because of the presence of non-native elements such as linkers,
non-Fab binding domains, swapped domains, and point variants in bispecific formats, the risk of
immunogenicity of TcE molecules is higher than for regular IgGs. The multifaceted relationship of
immunogenicity to sequence, stability of the molecule, antibody–target complex and higher-order
structures, requires monitoring of immunogenicity and potential occurrence of anti-drug antibodies at
all stages of pre-clinical and clinical investigation.
Regarding potency, several at least perceived challenges of TcEs for solid tumor indications
include tumor penetration and efficiency in forming a strong immune synapse. Super-resolution and
fluorescence microscopy allow a better understanding of the requirements for formation of a strong
immune synapse for T-cell activation [80,81]. Meanwhile, a study with natural killer cells demonstrates
that dextrans less than 4 nm are not limited in entering/exiting the immune synapse, while molecules
around 10–13 nm are more than 50% impeded and dextrans greater than 32 nm are completely
blocked [82]. Regular antibodies with about 150 kDa molecular weight have a hydrodynamic radius
of 5–6 nm. It could be expected that smaller multispecific formats (BiTEs, ImmTACs and TriTACs
are about 50 kDa) are more efficient than larger formats (about 150–200 kDa). However, based on
pre-clinical in vivo studies on various TAAs, TcEs of both BiTE and bulkier HLE formats are able to
achieve tumor growth inhibition and even regression with very low doses [21,25,31,41,42]. The size
of the current bispecific TcE molecules does not seem to be an impediment to entering and forming
a strong immune synapse.
Perhaps one of the biggest challenges for the development of bispecific antibody modalities
has been the ability to ensure commercial manufacturing. In addition to identifying binders that
have variable regions with good CMC properties, it is important that the complete bispecific TcE
molecules are manufacturable and stable. There are a large number of multispecific formats currently
available [68,71], and each of these has a unique set of manufacturability challenges, beyond platform
processes for regular IgG molecules. Smaller formats such as BiTEs and ImmTACs do not allow
Protein A-based affinity purification and do not benefit from molecule-stabilizing effects of antibody
constant domains. On the other hand, larger biologics formats usually have an Fc domain that
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enables Protein A affinity purification, and confers additional stability and longer half-life. However,
more often than not, TcE molecules with an Fc domain are asymmetric molecules, with different heavy
and/or light chains. Expression and purification of such bispecific molecules is more challenging
than that of regular IgG molecules, usually with lower expression level, lower initial purity after
Protein A purification, and more polishing steps. So additional resources and time are required to
build multispecific molecules with favorable CMC properties and to establish a robust manufacturing
process for novel formats.
From the perspective of pharmacokinetics, a desired improvement in next-generation TcEs is
the half-life of the therapeutic molecule, to allow better dosing convenience for patients. Because of their
small size and domain composition (two scFvs connected by a linker), BiTE molecules clear very fast
in vivo. With a short half-life of just a few hours, BiTE molecules have to be administered by continuous
intravenous infusion. Several technologies, including BiTE-Fc fusions, IgG-like Fc containing formats,
HSA/ABD fusion constructs, or PEGylation [83,84], enable longer half-life from at least several days to
more than a week, and approaching the half-life of regular IgGs. As a result, in pre-clinical models
of disease, high potency and efficacy can be achieved with once-weekly dosing over several weeks.
Similarly, in the clinic, such HLE-TcEs are administered once weekly or less frequently as opposed to
continuous infusion. While the PK profile of a biological drug is greatly improved by the presence
of an Fc or an HSA-binding domain, the variable regions (especially if non-Fab format such as scFv
or VHH) in a multispecific can significantly influence the in vivo stability and half-life of a molecule.
In vitro serum stability and in vivo mouse PK studies can provide early information about which
variable regions, linkers and formats are most suitable to advance for further testing.
4. Proposed Discovery Strategies and Conclusions
The complex and heterogeneous micro-environment of solid tumors means that for many cancer
types, there remains a high unmet need for effective therapies. The clinical potential of the TcE
mode-of-action has been demonstrated, and this is why it is important to continue to advance efforts
in discovery and manufacturing to bring new generations of TcEs to patients, and address this high
unmet medical need. Next generation TcEs should strike a balance of potency, safety, manufacturability
and pharmacokinetics (Figure 3a). High potency depends a lot on the affinity of the binder, epitope,
and the bispecific structure, in addition to target copy number on the target cells. Specificity and
safety of the disease target as well as the therapeutic candidate are closely related, while multispecific
engineering can offer additional target space even for targets with low expression on normal cells
but significantly higher expression on tumor cells. Due to the more complex structure of bispecific
molecules than regular antibodies, TcEs pose unique CMC challenges that have to be tackled to assure
good manufacturability. Regarding pharmacokinetics, most of the current TcEs in clinical trials have
a half-life extended profile allowing less frequent dosing, similar to that of regular IgGs.
Expertise from different disciplines addressing these key considerations provides a roadmap for
a discovery strategy to benefit identification and evaluation of TcEs for solid tumors (Table 2),
from biological understanding of the therapeutic challenges and opportunities of the TME,
to the identification and validation of suitable TAAs, followed by the discovery of diverse set
of binders, to be then incorporated in bispecific TcE molecules, for evaluation for function, safety,
manufacturability and pharmacokinetics.
We propose a workflow of TcE discovery that includes parallel considerations of function, CMC
properties, safety and PK profiling (Figure 3b). Improved technologies and capabilities permit
the identification of diverse sets of affinity and epitope binders for a TAA, even for very challenging cell
surface targets. Biophysical characterization of the binders alone and also in the context of bispecific
structures identifies the molecules to advance for in vitro function assays, followed by mouse PK
and in vivo efficacy studies. Mouse PK studies help determine the half-life and in vivo stability
of the bispecific molecules, and can identify any challenges due to the targets, if the binders are
cross-reactive, or due to variable region or engineered element sequences. Sequence optimization of
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Table 2. Discovery strategy to benefit identification and evaluation of TcEs for solid tumors.
Subject

Key Considerations

TME Biology

Effectiveness of TcE modality for solid tumors
Biomarkers and functional requirements of therapeutic molecule

Target Identification

Uniqueness of target for a therapeutic concept
Expression profile in tumor vs. healthy cells and tissues

Lead Identification

Fab vs. non-Fab platforms for discovery of diverse set of binders
Epitope, affinity, cross-reactivity, biophysical stability requirements

Multispecific formatting

Format that enables desired potency, safety, manufacturability and PK
Evaluation of different binders in format for both function and CMC

CMC properties

Inherent molecule stability for optimal potency and safety
Good manufacturability and developability for fast path to the clinic

Clinical and pre-clinical TcEs for solid tumors are against many different TAAs, and are built in
various bispecific modalities. Each new entity brings a set of target-dependent and molecule-dependent
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challenges. Learnings from prior programs and advancements in biomedical research and development
offer ways to address these challenges. The next few years promise to be of critical value in identifying
optimal Immuno-oncology treatment options for solid tumor indications, where TcEs can make a unique
and significant contribution, alone or in combination therapy.
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